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Your advanced String Underreamer
Based on the same design as the innovative Z-Reamer, the Drillstar S-Reamer is a hydro-mechanically 
activated underreamer with significant advantages over other modern underreamers.

S-REAMER

One size up
Like the Z-reamer, the S-Reamer provides “one bit size 
up” reaming (or about 50% of pilot size) in even the 
smaller hole sizes (6” and below).

Backreaming
The S-Reamer features reaming blades with a dense 
front and back-reaming cutting structure, as well as 
a long gauge length. This provides optimal lateral 
stability to minimize vibrations, improving cutter life 
and ROP.

Field maintainable 
The S-reamer is a sturdy tool, tested to perform In 
harsh drilling environments while remaining simple 
enough to be maintained in the field with few spare 
parts and hand tools, reducing turnaround time 
between runs and improving reliability.

Fail-safe design
The S-reamer is operated by direct hydraulic activation: 
reaming blades are extended when mud flow reaches 
a pre-determined value, and retracted automatically 
when pumps are stopped. This simple system is ideal 
for most reaming-while-drilling and pilot reaming 
operations.
Once pumps are stopped, reaming blades retract 
automatically using a powerful spring. This is all that 
is required in normal operations, but thanks to its fail-
safe design, much more force can be applied in case 
emergency retracting is needed:
- Either by dropping an emergency ball, which closes 
the piston and allows full pump pressure to be applied 
to it in its closing direction.
- Or by pulling the tool through the casing shoe in the 
same manner as a Z-Reamer.
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S-REAMER

Standard dimensions

Type Max Body OD Max enlarged 
hole size

Max flow
(GPM)

Standard 
connection

Cutter size
(mm)

S378 3 13/16” 5 1/2” 150 2 3/8” REG 8
S600 5 3/4” 8 1/2” 450 3 1/2” IF 13
S850 8 1/4” 12 1/4” 900 4 1/2” REG 13

S1200 11 3/4” 17 1/2” 1800 6 5/8” REG 13

5 1/2”  reaming blade for S378 - Blades are custom designed 
to suit your individual needs (stabilizing, backreaming, etc.)

Expandable stabilizer
The S-Reamer can easily be used as an expandable stabilizer using stabilizing blades instead of reaming blades. 
This is especially useful to ensure proper BHA centralization and reduce drillstring vibrations while underreaming. 
S-Reamer expandable stabilizers can be used together with a Z-reamer in directional underreaming applications.


